
INTRODUCTION

Mongolia, a country which traces a rich historical

legacy and geographically landlocked entirely between

the two countries i.e., China and Russia. Despite being

sparsely populated and possessing a landmass of around

1.5 million sq km and incorporating around three million

of population it has significantly drew attention of major

superpowers most importantly its two neighbouring

countries. It was a homeland of the prolific ruler i.e.,

Chinggis Khan the world had ever witnessed. Mongolian

integration with the world is increasing due to wide

ranging factors and in which South Korea also plays an

important role (Soni, 1996).

Mongolia and South Korea have widely used the

proverb “neighbours have same minds” and “neighbours

are like cousins”. Henceforth with respect to these
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proverbs it can be said that the countries have shared

deep historic and cultural relations transcending its borders

despite being located at thousand of kilometers of

distance. The countries are also popularly known as

“brother countries” for the reason of sharing common

race, cultural affiliations. This title is not only popular

among the common people of both countries but also

among the political leaders who understand the

importance of these ties. Mongolia and Korea found

themselves on the common platform when Ming dynasty

of China displaced the Mongol (Yuan) dynasty as both

the countries were involved in resisting the assertion from

Han Chinese rulers (Minton, 2015).

Historical Linkages:

Mongolia and South Korea have been part of each

other histories for around more than eight hundred years.
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Korean Peninsula was utilized by erstwhile Mongolian

Empire in the thirteenth century to the early fourteenth

century for its expansion towards the Japanese territory

although it was unsuccessful attempt. Korea was ruled

by the Goryeo dynasty (918-1392) when Mongols

attacked its territory. Large number of attacks were

concluded between the year 1231 and 1270 by the Mongol

Empire against the Koryo or Goryeo Dynasty of Korea.

It was during the last campaign that the Goryeo dynasty

was regarded as vassal state of the Yuan Dynasty of

Mongolia which lasted for around eighty years (Henthorn,

1963).

Although the Mongolian army faced strong

resistance from the Koryo army which later led to the

signing of the treaty between both the empires. The

Mongol ruler, Kubilai (later known as King Sejo of Yuan)

promised for peace negotiations and also the people of

the Gorye othat they will not be forced to change their

traditional customs. Lee believed that Mongolia Empire

allowing this kind of concession or benefit to the Goryeo

was definitely epoch-making as the empire controlled

almost regions of the world. The exchanges of culture

between these two countries was based on two different

elements. One was diffusion with respect to the royal

family or the upper class and the other being the diffusion

of the civilian culture (Lee, 2010).

As record from the history indicate that the first

encounter of Koryo with the Mongols took place in the

year 1211, during which an envoy from Koryo to the

Chin court was killed by the Mongol soldiers. Although,

as the ‘Records of Yuan-Koryo Affairs’ mentions that it

was in 1218 when the Mongols reached Koryo and the

monarch submitted and agreed to pay tribute on annual

basis and also exchange of envoys was concluded. The

first invasion on large scale was undertook by the Mongols

under the command of Marshal Sartaq. The army

captured the town of Uiju. This was the beginning of the

Mongolian invasions to Korea and around seven major

invasions were conducted (Henthorn, 1963).

In the year 1258, Mongolia withdrew from the

central parts of Korea. They also concluded a peace

treaty under this Mongols gave up the incorporating

Goryeo under its direct control but it was mandatory for

the Goryeo king to form a matrimonial alliance with the

princess of Mongolia and also become subordinate to

the Mongols. The Mongols adopted a policy under which

they held the local powers of that particular region in

power and, the court of Yuan was neither interested in

taking over the political institutions which existed in the

Koryo territory nor removed the royal and aristocracy

ruling that time (Allsen, 1987).

Henceforth, among all the kingdoms which existed

during the early 13th century and formed the erstwhile

part of Northeast Asia territory only the Koryo kingdom

survived and also maintained its originality with respect

to its culture and traditions under the Mongol empire.

Despite the fact that Goryeo exercised some degree of

autonomy but it was undoubtedly an intrinsic part of the

Mongolian Empire which largely influenced its traditions

and conventions (Yun, 2006).

Matrimonial alliance and movement of people:

A constant struggle coupled with great destruction

and loss of life continued between both the empires which

resulted into Goryo becoming a vassal state and condition

being imposed by the Mongolian to forge the matrimonial

alliance lasted for around eighty years. It all began during

the reign of King Chungnyeol and continued until King

Gongmin (Kim et al,. 2015). Although different political

interests revolved around both the empires to forge this

alliance. As royal family of Korea desired to remove the

military officials and restore the regime of royalty whereas

Yuan court wanted to prevent any future alliance with

the Southern Song dynasty and Goryeo. They also

strongly desired to make Goryeo its spearhead in order

to conquer Japan and control it (Kim, 2015). Koryo

empire was formally believed to become formally part

of the Mongol empire with the conclusion of

intermarriages between the two courts. The Koryo

emperor who formed a matrimonial alliance with the Yuan

court formed a part of minor branch of its family and it

also entitled the Koryo empire as the “son-in-law state”

(pumaguk). The very first marriage between these two

kingdoms took place in the year 1270 when King Winjong

proposed the idea of marriage of his son King Chungnyeol

with daughter of the Great Kubilai Khan i.e., Princess

Cheguk (Chong, 1972).

The idea behind forming this alliance was believed

to be the King (Goryeo) was making efforts to make his

throne powerful and also to borrow prestige which had

been ruined for he himself being dethroned in the year

1269. On the other hand, Kubilai Khan accepted the

marriage alliance so that he could easily deploy the

assistance for his planned expeditions towards Japan and

also make Koryo as a base by fortifying it (Yun, 2006).

Every Koryo king took on the Mongol princess as
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their principal consort and the princes who were born

out of the wedlock could claim direct succession to the

throne and it continued till the mid-14th century. These

marriages between the Koryo princes and the Mongol

princesses were so significant and remarkable events

that no other marriages from foreign dynasties undertook

before that and also after the involvement of Mongol

princes. One such attempt was made in history in which

the Korean royals during the Choson period tried to form

a marriage alliance with the Chinese counterparts but it

was not successfully materialized. As a matter of fact,

the Koryo kings achieved political as well as social status

and wielded exceptional power as members of the Mongol

imperial family with comparison to as that of being the

occupiers of the Koryo throne. Koryo kings not only grew

but also spent most their months or even years at

Khanbaliq, and the reflection of Mongol elites was easily

visible in their behaviours and in their choices (ibid).

Apart from the exchanges between the royal

families other form of tribute was forced immigration of

Koryo women or kongnyos, eunuchs or war prisoners.

The Kongnyos were attractive females who were

appointed in Koryo and they were sent to Yuan empire.

It was believed that around two thousands women were

sent to the yuan during the eighty years of time period

(Kim, 1999). These kongnyos were forced to manual

labour faced sexual abuse or some went on to become

Yuan nobles wives or concubines (Kim, 2006). Some

went on to become empress in the royal family and one

such example was of Empress Qi. These women were

admired all over yuan for they were not only beautiful

but also made good house maids with excellent skills and

after Empress Qi became part of the royalty most of

women who made as court maids were mainly chosen

from the Koryo dynasty. These women formed the

mainstream in the introduction of Goryeo lifestyle because

of their dress, cuisine and these all came to be known as

Goryeoyang. In Gong Zhong Shi (History of Royal

Court), a poet of Yuan time by the name Zhang Xu

interestingly mentions that “Women in the royal court

are consentingly trying to see a Goryeo woman’s clothes

at night” (Kim, 2004).

As per the historical records obtained from Koryosa

and the Yuanshi, Mongolian empire had a large number

of Koryo population. In the year 1354, Mongolian

chancellor Toghto recruited men from the Koryeo

dynasty on the position of general in order to suppress

the rebellion which occurred in South China region by

Zhang Sicheng. It was estimated that there were around

twenty thousand men who joined the troops apart from

the common people residing in the Mongolian territory

was around one lakh (Kim, 1972).

Not only Mongolian territory was equipped with

foreign population but Koryo also experienced the same

as foreigners from Mongolia, Central Eurasia and Han

China also settled in the region. Many of the officials

such as daruhachi or foreign officers as well as soldiers

resided in the military colonies known as tunjon in

different parts of the region. It was believed that the

number of foreigners were unprecedented both in terms

of quality as well quantity during the domination of

Mongolia. Mongolia controlled the Cheju island of Korea

until the end of thirteen century and thousands of

Mongolians lived there and also married with the local

women (Sung, 1976).

Languages:

The Mongols who followed nomadic lifestyle were

different from the sedentary Han Chinese as they had

different ethnicity, culture and languages. Despite the

Mongols had their interests in Chinese institutions but

they hardly were interested in adopting themselves to

the Chinese culture. Henceforth, they implemented a

strong and distinctive classification and divided their

population on the basis of four groups on the basis of

their ethnicity, political as well as cultural aspects. Korean

language included many Mongolian terms during that time

period (Kim, 1999).

As the Yuan Empire was recognized all over the

world as one of the conquers of the world so the upper

classes can easily gain command over the Mongolian

language. The king as well as the official easily used

Mongolian-style names, not only them but various

government organizations during that time were in

Mongolian language. Such terms include “mal”

(Mongolian, ‘livestock’), “oreum” which is ‘mountain’ in

Mongolian and “bareunjok” meaning ‘right side’. There

were fewwords which the Korean words derived from

the Mongolian language (Kim, 2008).

There are no evident proof of rigorous enforcements

of social classification in the Yuan empire although the

system had significant ramifications in the societal and

political privileges as well as the with respect to application

of law and official appointments etc. Instances can be

drawn from the Yuan code where it specifies that the

Mongols and semu were the only ones who could be
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served as the daruchi. The semu were also given a

position higher from the Han Chinese when protected

appointments were made. The Han Chinese also faced

difficulty in government service examinations which held

during the year 1315 as they (“hanren and nanren”) were

presented with extra difficult exams despite they

comprised the 97 per cent of the part of population. The

court in Yuan adopted quota system only allowed them

to occupy half of the seats as that of Mongols and semu.

These were the most favoured groups in the empire and

other groups also tried to adopt the Mongolian customs

and learnt Mongolian language which gave them more

prestigious rank as it was the official language of the

world empire (Yun, 2006).

The popularity of Mongolian culture and its language

was widely evident as the large number of people using

the names derived from Mongolian language, which was

similar to the contemporary phenomenon of the non-

western people adopting the English names. Starting with

King Ch’ungson to that of King Kongminevery Koryo

King had Mongolian names. Various names such as Batur

(“warrior”), Temür (“iron”), and Bukha (“bull”) were

found in the Koryosa. Not only the Mongolian names

were popular in the Koryo dynasty but also among the

Han Chinese as they changed “their surnames for

barbarian names, and learned the barbarian language and

(observed) their customs” (Serruys, 2016).

Those who were able to speak Mongolian language

during that time possessed an exceptional social and

political asset of that period. In order to communicate

with the Mongolian the court of Koryo dynasty required

people who could fluently speak the language (Mongolian)

and were aware of its culture or customs at Khanbaliq.

A large amount of population were upgraded to higher

positions mainly because of the ability to speak the

language. Among them the most popular was Cho In’gyu,

who belonged to a very trivial family from the Pyongyang

region. Cho positively used his fluency in the Mongolian

language and therefore advanced at a rapid pace and

accomplished great social prominence at the court. There

were evidences which showed that Mongolian

vocabularies entered in the Korea language specifically

those which were related to the official titles, military

affairs, horse etc. Few studies have also that the Mongol

court directly controlled the dialect of the Cheju island

which included hundreds of terminologies which were

straight away derived from the Mongolian language (Yun,

2006).

Some of the words were also combined using both

the Mongolian and Korean word, one of them is “Aji

Paldo,” the term was mentioned in the Koryosa which

meant “young leader of the Japanese pirates”. The word

“Aji” (or “Agi”) was a Korean word which means“ a

child or young person” and “Paldo” a Mongolian term

for a warrior. Although some have tried to connect “Aji”

with a Mongol word “aqa” (elder brother), most scholars

tend to interpret the term as related to “Agi” (child or

boy) which is a Korean word (Krippes, 1992).

Religion:

Mongolia is the homeland of Genghis Khan a vast

country of deserts, grasslands north of China. It was

originally dominated by shamanism, and practitioners of

shaman’s art are still significant in Mongolia and are on

the rise since the sixteenth century. However, Buddhism

of the Tibetan or Vajrayana School has been regarded as

the official religion with the Dalai Lama as its head.

Buddhism was banned in 1937. When the Soviet came

towards it end in the year 1990 there was return of

Buddhism. The entry of Christianity in Mongolia was

mainly done by the Korean orthodox missionaries since

1990 though Mormon and other American representatives

of Christianity have also been active. However, the

percentage of Christians in overall population is

comparatively low but few churches are built in

Ulaanbaatar, the capital city (Ellwood, 2016).

Religious beliefs was also regarded as an important

source of identity. The common practice which was

prevalent under the region was basically shamanistic. In

this form, it was believed that spirits existed in both places

as well as animals and these spirits can only be called

upon or controlled by humans who were specialists

popularly known as shamans. In some cases, skies were

regarded as supreme spirits. Apart from this, during the

6th century Korea came under strong influence of

Buddhism and Confucianism whereas in Mongolia

Buddhism prevailed. In the later 16th century a new form

of Buddhism was also introduced in Mongolia which was

Tibetan Buddhism (Li, 2014).

The arrival of Buddhism happened during the rule

of Three Kingdoms of Korean peninsula. The influence

of Buddhism was majorly derived from China and it was

unique to the peninsula. It was adopted by the Goryeo

Dynasty of Korea from the Shilla culture and they

successfully exchanged these with the Song, Liao, Jian

and also with the Yuan Dynasty that existed in China.
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This is clearly mentioned in the Suramgama-sutra faith

which existed during Goryeo time period (Kim, 2004).

Shamanism in both Mongolia and Korea has an

uncertain early history. It appears that in Mongolia, at

least prior to the rise of Genghis Khan, shamans often

had a political role; similarly, in Korea, it seems that

Shamanism in the Goryeo dynasty and earlier may have

had a certain amount of political prominence (Ross, 2015).

Shamanism is defined as the belief in the power of spirits

, nature and heaven lords. It was an intrinsic part of the

Mongolian culture among the nomads. This practice

spread across the entire Asia but it was largely popularized

in the region of North-Eastern part and most importantly

in Siberia, Mongol lands and Korea. Shamanism was

believed to have paved a way for Buddhism to enter into

mainstream religion and was also absorbed inside it.

Influence of Shamanism can be seen in the practice of

Buddhism and has also influenced it to some extent. This

influence can still be witnessed in the present scenario

(Dillon et al., 2008).

Fashion:

As the Yuan dynasty was moving towards it end,

most of the court maids of Yuan belonged to the Goryeo

and they usually wore Goryeo style of clothing. This style

of Goryeo women popular as Goryeoyang clothes in their

dresses were equipped with bangryong which is a wide

and square shaped collar, in the form of a banbi (‘clothes

with either no sleeves, or short sleeves that were worn

on top of upper clothes’) was worn beneath the waist

area. The banbis worn by Goryeo women were generally

short in size and were characterized with short upper

clothes. The dress of Goreyeoyang were usually simple

in outlook and were made in contrasting colours in

between the backgrounds and patterns there were

bangryongs, and banbis. They also wore a skirt which

was referred to as po ‘outer clothing made of one piece

of fabric such as gown’. On the other hand, the banbis

of Mongolpung were usually narrow and bigger in length

(Lee, 2015).

The female dress worn by the Mongolpung were

originally derived from the dresses worn by the Yuan

princesses who became queens under the Goryeo rule

and were mostly related to wedding attires. There is a

distinctive relic which is preserved in the National

Museum of Ulaanbaatar known as “ilüür” and “indüü”

in Mongolian language, is somewhat same with the word

‘indu’ i.e., iron in Korean. It was believed among the

locals that the relic was handed down from the Yuan

Empress Qi (Jeong, 2003).

Koryodoyong (‘Goryeo landscape’) by Wu Ji

mentions the records of the Goryeo style makeup. It stated

that the people of Goryeo dynasty did not preferred

applying hair oil which had perfume infused, women wore

incense pouches and generally had very thin eye brown

like willow leaves and usually whereas in the Yuan culture

women preferably loved applying thick red colour

makeup. This kind of makeup was preferably worn by

those horseback riding races as well Goryeo people.

Between the 13th to 14th century this makeup was done

by women only for special occasions mainly marriages

(Park and Park, 2009).

Later they started wearing light colour makeup and

used light rouges and powders not dark and pigmented

ones. This was initiated because the Goryeo women loved

applying light makeup with white powder and the reason

behind women wearing those light makeup was to refrain

themselves to be selected as Kongnyos. In contradiction

to the fact that, the use of light makeup was worn and

emerged as the negative attitude with respect to applying

makeup but it transformed into Goryeoyang style of

makeup (Kim, 2015).

Mongolian style on makeup was majorly influenced

by their ancestors from Yuan Empire as the different

tribes adopted different style of clothing and various

hairstyles were there. One instance to exemplify this was

hairstyles made by the Mongolian men in between the

13th and the 14th centuries was ‘byonbal’ i.e., ‘Mongolian

pigtail’. This type of hair style was made by shaving the

entire area surrounding the crown area of the head and

front part of the hair of the head area hung towards the

forehead whereas the remaining hair were made into

two braids (Ki Sun, 2005). As per the records mentioned

in “Koryosa (the Book of Goryeo History)”, a treaty

was concluded between the Goryeo King Chungnyeol

and Mongolian dynasty where when the king ascended

the throne declared in an ordinance that all men will adopt

the byonbal hairstyle in order to promote the Yuan customs

and he himself made his hair into a byonbal (Park, 2004).

Whereas with respect to Mongolian women their

hairstyles were mostly based on women whether married

or not married. Generally women who were not married

had their hairs tied in bundled form and rolled and was

placed behind ears or behind each ears. Queens wore a

different kind of hat called a ‘gogo’. During that time

period, brides of Mongolia did a “yonjigonji” makeup in
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which red circles were drawn on both the sides of the

cheeks and as well as on the forehead as it represented

youth. This style of makeup was firstly used in

Goryeodynsty and it is still continued in recent times in

traditional Korean weddings together with ‘wonsam’ and

‘daenggi’. The women also carried a ‘small knife’ known

as jangdo with them in their bosom which seem to have

been originated from Mongolian culture (Kim, 2004).

Food:

Levi-Strauss rightly said that ‘there was no time

when food was not cooked just as there have been no

societies existed without language. Food is the reflection

of the culture of a particular society (Gumerman 1997).

It also reflects on the history of the traditions also its

cultural influence as it can be analyzed by art of subdivision

of different food items which mainly include boiled foods,

baked food items, raw items and steamed foods. Further

it can also be added that these foods are the true

representations of the societal structure and its relevance

and also are core keywords which proportionately

combines the history, its culture and lifestyle of a particular

country (Lee, 2012).

Korean food and specifically its table setting seems

to have been originated during the time of Goryeo

Dynasty in which the table setting has boiled rice with

the side dishes surrounding the table. Despite the

turbulence from the foreign invasions during the Goryeo

reign it can be still said that this time period was the

originator of Korean cultural identity as well as also time

of prime food culture (Hwang, 2011). The major foods

which comprise part of its food culture includes rice, soup,

kimchi, stew and ssam. Sssams were usually made up of

leaves which were large in size and among that lettuce

leaves ssams were the best. The best way to consume

ssams was to place boiled rice over it and adding kimchi

or gochujeong paste or red pepper soy paste or soyabean

paste and sometimes meat or bulgogi (gogi is meat) and

after that wrapping it all up and consuming it. According

to the records mentioned in Tianlushiyu, Goryeo lettuce

quality was very high. Therefore, these lettuces were

knowns as chongumchae as they were purchased by

paying around thousands of pieces of gold by the envoys

who traded it from Goryeo to Yuan (Shim, 2004). When

lettuce was introduced in Yuan dynasty it became an

instant favourite among the Yuan people and it was eaten

on daily basis. The Kongnyos also planted lettuce in their

gardens of the palaces as it provided relief to their pain

of their country destruction. Lettuce was known as

Goryeossam in Yuan and it widely consumed by the upper

class (Lee et al., 2015).

Not only Yuan was influenced by the Korean food

but Mongolian food also affected the Goryeo Dynasty.

As some elements still find a place in modern day culture

of South Korea. One of the widely consumed drink in

Korea and known to the world as popular drink in the

western world in Soju. Though people believe it to be

native of Korea but in reality, it is an imported drink form

Mongolian culture. The story goes back to the time when

Mongolians arrived at the Korean peninsula as part of

their military expedition towards Japan. The Mongolian

advance bases in different parts started brewing the liquor

in places such as Gaesong, city in north Hwanghae

Province, southern part of North Korea, southern city of

Andong. Therefrom the idea of Soju was propagated in

an island of Ganghwa-do around an estuary of Han river

which was situated on the western cost of Korea and

other parts where the Mongolian faced the Korean. It

was widely brewed in all places of Korea where the

Mongolian army had their bases also including the famous

Jeju. This distilled liquor was name as arxi in Modern

Mongolian language; arag in Arabic, arxi in Manchu

and araczu in Goryeo Dynasty (Kim et al., 2015).

The goryeossam i.e. ,  the lettuce which was

introduced in Yuan became a symbol of Goryeoyang as

they not only tasted good but also equipped with health

benefits for, they were believed to provide strength to

the muscles and the bones (Jeong, 2008).

Goryeodynasty was a Buddhist country, so meat was

avoided by the people. Mantuu (mandu in Korean) is a

Mongolia name for ‘steamed bread’ but Korea it is usually

without meat; buuj (Chinese baozi) is basically a dumpling

filled with meat was introduced by the Mongolians in

Goryeo (Buell, 2000). In addition, foods from Goryeo

were mainly ogaeng ‘fish soup’, songja, ‘pinenut’, and

ginseng liquor came into fashion during this time period.

During this time Goryeo experienced strengthening of

the Buddhist worship due to development in the

agriculture sector and increase in grain production. This

was main reason for the decline in the meat consumption

and foods based on meat were not favoured by the Goryeo

people. This invariably led to the popularity of the

confectionary food items. Towards the end of the 13th

century trade rose to new heights with foreign traders

one being that with Yuan where Goryeo dumplings and

Goryeo byongs were popularized. This terms are still used
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in modern Mongolia (Lee, 2003).

One very popular theory based on sollongtang i.e.,

‘stock soup which is usually made of bone and stew meat’

which is currently consumed in Korea seems to have

been originated I at a place called solu from Mongolia

which finds similarity with the Middle East dish made

with boiled mutton and thickeners made of hulled and

chickpeas which is usually eaten with rice (Buell, 2006).

Conclusion:

Both the Korean and the Mongolian Empire have

exchanged their customs and culture during the eighty

years of rule of Yuan over Koryo and this can be analysed

by the study of their society. This paper has tried to

discuss few cultural influences of Mongolian society on

Korea (Koryo) and vice versa. There were various

instances which reflected the cultural influences. One

such instance was the Mongolian way of executing the

criminal and prisoners was adopted by the Koryo court

in the year 1343 (Boyle, 1971). The polygamous form of

marriage which was adopted by the Koryo period was

influenced by the Mongolian culture. As during the earlier

years Koryo aristocrat class practiced monogamous

marriage but later when the Mongol period prevailed it

was transformed into the practice of marrying multiple

wives (Kwon, 2006). During the time period of reign of

King Chungnyeol, and after him all other Goryeo kings

used to live in Yuan where they were given status of

Crown princes and also formed matrimonial alliance with

princesses of Yuan and administered the exchanges with

respect to physical commodities and also various political,

social and cultural exchanges between both the countries

(Dwanson, 1980).

The Yuan culture although affected the Goryeo

society but the Koryo also continued to exhibit a better

culture that also influenced the Yuan culture. Due to the

scarcity and loosely connected historical records it rather

becomes hard to analyse the expanse of influence of

Mongolian culture over Koryo society. There are very

few evidences which proved that the Mongolian nomad

culture and their tribal customs had influenced the Koryo

culture. Although the great Mongol leader Kubilai Khan

promised that he would allow Koryo to hold onto its

original tradition and custom and whenever the Yuan tried

to impose some institutional changes the court of Koryo

always cited the King’s commitment in order to hold out

against it. Though the people of Koryo boasted about

their culture but Yuan had greatly impacted the Goryeo.

The widespread popularity of the Mongol customs and

its language appeared to had come out as the people

desired to gain the benefits of the social stature by

following the Mongolian way (Yun, 2006).

The princes from Koryo who lived in Yuan had

promoted the Goryeo women who used to visit Yuan after

being selected ask ongnyos. The people of Goryeo also

withheld high government positions and sent tributes which

served as medium of cultural exchange . Matrimonial

alliance played a major role in setting the foundations of

long history. Both the countries time and again used the

term “Northeast Asian cultural community” to trace their

close relations. However they did not had any significant

for almost six hundred years (Kim, 2015).

The Mongol cultural presence started fading after

the establishment of Choson state an “anti-Yuan” state

in 1392. The two countries established historical and

cultural exchanges in 1991 as well as diplomatic relations.

Therefore with the collection, examination and study of

the literary evidences have cleared showed the Mongol

legacy on Korean language and customs which is not

easy to ignore as they have proved the Koryo’s

integration in Mongol empire in different spheres most

importantly political and cultural (Yun, 2006).
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